[Future pain treatment].
The recent rapid progress in pain research is due in large part to advances in genetics and cell and molecular biology. We now know that chronic pain (hypersensitivity due to inflammation or nerve injury) and acute nociceptive pain are different and must be treated accordingly. We will continue to reveal sophisticated mechanisms underlying different kinds of pain that can be targeted to inhibit nociceptive transmission and produce analgesia. This review is based upon literature collected through the authors' own reading and through PubMed searches. New hopes for future pain treatments are discussed. Further, the impact of genetic factors on pain sensitivity and pain modulation are discussed, and conceivable therapeutic approaches based on genetic techniques are mentioned. At the level of the peripheral nerve, many novel targets have recently been identified: the tetrodotoxin-resistant sodium channel, the vanilloid receptor and different calcium channels are very interesting. In the spinal cord, different approaches can be used: to either block excitatory input or to increase inhibitory control or to do both at the same time. The mechanisms for hypersensitivity are being identified and offer multiple possible targets for novel analgesics. Many interesting targets for analgetics has emerged during that last few years, lending great hope for new and better (i.e. with less side effects) analgesic drugs in the future.